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The Never Trumper Republicans, though on respirators 
with not many left, are in certain ways worse and more 
dangerous for our Country than the Do Nothing 
Democrats. Watch out for them, they are human scum!
1:48 PM · Oct 23, 2019 · Twitter for iPhone
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· Oct 23Holly Figueroa O'Reilly @AynRandPaulRyan
Replying to @realDonaldTrump
1) This is why Republicans don't speak out against Trump, even though they 
fucking hate him. He will target them on twitter and then some nutso 
Trumper will target them in real life. 
 
2) Hey, Melania. When you said "be best", is this what you meant? 
 

 · Oct 23Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump
The Never Trumper Republicans, though on respirators with not many left, 
are in certain ways worse and more dangerous for our Country than the 
Do Nothing Democrats. Watch out for them, they are human scum!
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· Oct 23Karoli @Karoli
Imagine the President of the United States calling citizens of his country 
“human scum."

229 496 3K
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· Oct 23Eugene Gu, MD @eugenegu
Replying to @realDonaldTrump
Human scum? Dehumanizing and degrading people like this is unbecoming 
of the President of the United States. Like it or not, Trump has an 
unprecedented amount of influence on social media. He sets the tone for 
much of our public discourse. What he says matters a great deal.

342 1K 8.9K

· Oct 23Eugene Gu, MD @eugenegu
When Trump starts calling people human scum and bullies others so 
viciously, he inspires his own supporters first and then everyone else on social 
media to follow his lead. We are now living in a cancel culture where intense 
bullying and vicious attacks are the norm. Horrifying.
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